COLLABORATION STATION - MOBILE WHITEBOARD
COLLAB-STATION

Transform your business or classroom into an interactive workspace with Luxor’s Collaboration Station, the double-sided mobile magnetic whiteboard with four attachable marker boards.

Designed to create a collaborative work environment where teammates can interact and share ideas, this portable whiteboard’s surface area is easily extended by attaching four small whiteboards to the secure connectors on the sturdy steel frame. When not in use, simply place small dry erase boards into the built-in storage tray.

Whether visualizing ideas on the large whiteboard, using all five joined together, or the individual boards for group interaction, the Luxor Collaboration Station is the perfect tool to inspire innovation and creativity in today’s workplace and classroom.

COLLAB-EXTRA-4:
• Additional 4-packs of small whiteboards are available

Dimensions:
• Overall: 82.25"W x 76.4"H x 23.7"D
• Large Board: 40.4"W x 48.6"D
• Small Whiteboards: 18.75" x 23.3"H

Features:
• 40.4" x 48.6" magnetic whiteboard with four 18.75 x 23.3" attachable marker boards
• Two-sided whiteboards double the writing surface and accept dry erase markers
• Magnetic surface allows for hanging of documents and other presentation materials
• Powder coated steel frame provides strength and durability
• Lightweight anodized aluminum frame surrounds painted steel whiteboards that resist ghosting and staining
• ABS plastic connector clips allow smaller whiteboards to be easily attached and remain secure
• Four 2.5" casters, two with locking brake, provide easy mobility
• Dual-purpose marker tray supports four small dry erase boards and holds markers and erasers
• Built-in tray designed to stow four small boards when not in use
• Assembly required
Inspire communication and creativity with the Luxor Collaboration Station, the mobile magnetic double-sided whiteboard with four attachable marker boards.

Additional 4-packs of small whiteboards are available (COLLAB-EXTRA-4)